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drivermax is a powerful driver backup and restore tool that helps users backup and restore drivers and systems as well as search for new drivers. it supports all major versions of windows operating systems for both 32-bit and 64-bit versions. the software can even search the microsoft driver site for new driver releases. the software automatically scans your computer
for invalid, missing, and obsolete drivers, and then automatically and safely replaces them with the latest versions of these drivers. you can schedule a time for the backup and replacement. dxdiag is a command line tool for diagnosing directx and gpu device hardware and software compatibility. it can scan and test your computer for directx and gpu hardware and

software compatibility and provide you with error messages, if any, and hardware information. it can also record directx and gpu testing information into a file, or into the system event log. normally, the market update feature of an operating system would have to download and install updates from the internet, which could take quite a bit of time. however, the installer
now caches the updates locally so that next time you run the installer, the previously downloaded updates can be installed directly from the local cache. the offline installer is also a valid download in addition to the offline installation utility that allows you to have a fully functional, installed os in the same way as if you had run it all from a cd. a driver for the game

controller usb d-pad is available for the logitech's game pad pc edition. the game pad is a usb mouse with 3 buttons. it can be used to play tetris or any other games that you like. the game pad is usually used with a pc running windows nt 4.0 and later.
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drivermax allows you to check for hardware, device and driver updates online as well as automatically updating all of your drivers with the click of a mouse.
drivermax will allow you to search for updates by cpu type and manufacturer, add new drivers and you can also scan the computer for drivers, but you can run
the scan manually or automatically. the program will keep track of all the updates and notify you when a new driver is available, or even download the update

automatically. downloads are signed with the most trusted digital signature available - your microsoft windows genuine advantage software and other
commercial software products. this ensures a secure download and the correct installation of drivers and other software. download all drivers from one place in

just a few easy steps and keep your pc up to date. backup drivers and keep all of them in one compressed file; restore them at a mouse click within a few
minutes. this tool will save you a lot of time when reinstalling windows, both on recent pcs and older computers for which the original cds containing the drivers
have been lost. you no longer have to track down old driver installation cds, insert one installation cd after another or spend hours searching for drivers on the

internet. drivermax is able to display a detailed report about all installed drivers (versions, release dates) and provide you with windows experience index
rating information before you purchase new hardware. download all drivers from one place in just a few easy steps and keep your pc up to date. backup drivers
and keep all of them in one compressed file; restore them at a mouse click within a few minutes. this tool will save you a lot of time when reinstalling windows,
both on recent pcs and older computers for which the original cds containing the drivers have been lost. you no longer have to track down old driver installation

cds, insert one installation cd after the other or spend hours searching for drivers on the internet. drivermax is able to display a detailed report about all
installed drivers (versions, release dates) and provide you with windows experience index rating information before you purchase new hardware. 5ec8ef588b
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